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Dean Huangfu was about to stand up for Yun Chujiu when he heard Yun chujiu say coldly, “Si Tushi, what 

do you want to do by deliberately inciting everyone to pressure the judges?” 

 

 

Si tushi said viciously, “What do you want to Do? Of course, I want to expose the fact that you cheated. 

You are not worthy of the first place in the pill refining competition.” 

 

 

“Oh? Then what do you have to do to admit that I’m first in the pill refining competition?” 

 

 

Si Tushi rolled his eyes. “It’s very simple. I’ll tell you the name of a grade-8 pill. You can refine it again. If 

you can refine a transcendent-grade pill, you don’t have to use five pills. As long as you have a 

transcendent-grade pill, it proves that you didn’t cheat.” 

 

 

The people of the Tian Yuan continent immediately refused to accept it. This Si Tushi was too much of a 

bully. What right did they have to cheat just because they were first? ! 

 

 

“Si Tushi, you are so Shameless! You Can’t afford to lose!” 

 

 

“Yun Chujiu, ignore him! The first place is ours anyway!” 

 

 



“It’s like a dog biting a human. We can’t let humans bite dogs!” 

 

 

.. 

 

 

At this moment, everyone heard Yun Chujiu’s clear voice saying, “Si Tushi, I have no obligation to prove 

to you that I didn’t cheat. However, if we raise the stakes, I don’t mind playing with you.” 

 

 

“Stakes? What Stakes?”Si Tushi stared at Yun Chujiu on the stage maliciously. 

 

 

“It’s very simple. If I do what you said, you’ll admit your mistake in front of everyone and compensate 

me with 100 million high-grade spirit stones as compensation for mental damage. If I don’t succeed in 

refining it, I’ll give up the first place in the pill refining competition. Do You Dare?”Yun Chujiu looked at 

Si Tushi provocatively. 

 

 

Si Tushi thought to himself, this stupid girl must be guilty, that’s why she proposed such a difficult 

condition to make things difficult for me. She wants me to back down. HMPH, do you think I’ll fall for it? 

 

 

Si Tushi thought of this and said to Yun chujiu, “Why wouldn’t I Dare? ! Alright, I’ll do as you say. If you 

succeed, I’ll apologize to you in public and compensate you with 100 million upper-grade spirit stones “If 

you fail, HMPH, you’ll give up the first place in the pill refining competition and admit that you cheated 

in public.” 

 

 



Yun chujiu smiled brightly. “Sure, in case someone doesn’t admit to it, let’s Make a mental demon oath. 

I’ll go first. Heaven above, if I lose the competition and don’t fulfill my promise, I’ll let the heavenly 

lightning strike me to death. Use all your strength to strike me for 10 hours! “It’s your turn. You should 

also make a mental demon oath!” 

 

 

The corner of Dean Huangfu’s eyes twitched violently. He originally thought that Yun Chujiu was a little 

silly for agreeing to Si Tushi’s bet. However, after hearing Yun Chujiu’s mental demon oath, he thought 

to himself that even if this little girl lost, she probably wouldn’t admit to it, after all, to her, the heavenly 

lightning was not only a punishment but also a reward. 

 

 

Si Tushi did not know about this and swore an oath in front of everyone. Then, he said proudly, “The 

title I gave you is a level eight soul cleansing pill. The time limit is two hours.” 

 

 

When everyone heard this, they immediately exploded! 

 

 

Si Tushi had tricked Yun Chujiu. Yun Chujiu had been tricked! 

 

 

She was going to lose for sure! 

 

 

Although the soul cleansing pill was a level eight pill, the soul cleansing pill was a pill that could repair 

the slight damage to one’s spiritual sense. It was very strict with the control of the Alchemist’s fire. It 

was almost equivalent to a level nine pill, however, the spirit herbs used were all black grade herbs. That 

was why it was classified as a grade-8 medicinal pill. 



 

 

The people of the Tian Yuan continent all cursed si tushi for being treacherous and shameless. However, 

they could not find any fault with him. After all, the soul cleansing pill was indeed a grade-8 medicinal 

pill. 

 

 

Everyone complained in their hearts that Yun chujiu was really too impulsive. She had already obtained 

the first place, but now, she had to give it up. Moreover, she had to bear the reputation of cheating. It 

was really a huge loss! 

 


